N EW E ARTH
COALITION
When the
Center helps
the Left and Right,
the world can be stabilized
and made more livable...

T HE N EW E ARTH C OALITION
OF

L E F T, C E N T E R & R I G H T

• Millions of people are going to alternative sources on the web to
understand what they are experiencing, and how the world can move
from a Culture of Violence & Sex to a Culture of Peace & Love, while
so many people don't like and trust each other, and can't seem to work
together to create a better world.
• Following a trajectory of never-ending divisiveness and growing
animosity, it looks like humans would eventually destroy each other
and the biosphere.
• It looks bleak, unless we can create a breakthrough to be able to listen
to each other and help each other fulfill each other's real needs.
• We need the Left, Center and Right to work together. Let's form a
New Earth Coalition (NEC) of the Left, Center and Right to find a
way to work together respectfully.
• We can have Respectful, Creative Conversations as our method of
working together. I know we will find we can really appreciate each
other again. Please contact me to be part of the NEC.

Involvement of the Center
To avoid social chaos, biospheric collapse,
over-heating and nuclear war,
we need to engage the center in creatively
solving the problems of the right and the left.

To create an enlightened planet,
we need to help the center be more
curious, creative and engaged in
helping the right and left meet their needs.

T HE N EW E ARTH C OALITION
When the Center helps the Left and Right,
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made more livable.
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Mass Global
Immigration Concerns

Well-Educated,
Successful, Wealthier
with Access to Resources

World Peace

Jobs for White Men
Deterioration
of the Family
Drain the Swamp
of Corrupt, Self-Serving
Politicians & Lobbyists

Self-Contained
“In the past
we have done just
what benefited us.”

Saving Nature
Health Care for All

Affordable
Higher Education
Jobs for All
Racial & Gender Equality

Inter-Group
Collaboration

Humans fiercely identify
with their primary group
to the point of conflict.
Unless humans can
transcend their group
identification they will
cause biospheric collapse
and/or nuclear destruction,
leading to extinction.

Group
Tr a n s c e n d e n c e
Mindfulness
Arrogance

Selfishness
Competitiveness
Aligning with the Group
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Mass Migration Prevention

• We need new thinking about mass global migration. Civil wars,
drug violence and corrupt governments drive people away for safety
and work.
• The UN is has become useless in stopping this, and yet the world is
fed-up with mass migration.
• Wars in Syria and Africa have become migration bombs destroying
Europe. Mexican and South American police and government
corruption foster organized crime, drug cartels, hyper-violence of
young drug criminals, and the fear and lack of work opportunity that
drive migration. Where there is oligarchy, and a lack of a middle
class, people lack work opportunity that drives migration.
• Governments are unresponsive to the needs of the people.
• They need to strengthen the Democratic Institutions of education,
courts, free and fair elections, free media, and entrepreneurship.
The Four Pillars of Democracy are basic guidelines that help govern
how democracy works. The Four Pillars are: Equity, Representation,
Freedom and Justice. Each pillar is an important part of democracy.
• The UN seems to have become totally ineffective. If governments and
the UN can not change, Foundations can focus on needed Nation
Building in the Failed Nations driving Mass Global Migration.

The Blind Men & The Elephant
We communicate about different parts of reality we have experienced. To find solutions we need
on-going creative, respectful, authentic conversation about how to really co-create the world
we really need. Contribute authentically from your Point of View and real experiences.

Systems
Solutions
Power

Responsibility
Personality Types
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• Sandy Hinden has worked for over
45 years for peace, the environment,
culture, health and human services,
and community and global development,
as an administrator, program director,
fundraiser, group facilitator and organizer.
• He is Author of “7 Keys to Love’’ and
a workshop leader and public speaker
providing Life Skills for Effective Living and
Briefings for a Better World.
• A list of past projects and references
can be seen here.
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Contact:
Sanford Hinden
516-815-4967
sanfordhinden@verizon.net
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